I. INTRODUCTION
One-and two-electron densities and their radial moments in both position and momentum spaces play a key role in the understanding of the dynamics and structure of atoms. 1 Carbonlike ions in the ground and low-lying excited states have been studied by a number of quantum chemistry methodologies [2] [3] [4] [5] including quantum Monte Carlo 6-9 techniques. Most of these works were focused on the excitation energies, lifetimes, and oscillator strengths, while less attention was paid to one-and two-body densities. These distribution functions give insight into the structure of the system 1, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] and the spatial arrangement of the electrons on the different states. This allows better understanding of some empirical results such as the Hund's rules and is useful in the analysis of correlations. Some of the radial moments of the densities are related to physically meaningful quantities such as the electron-nucleus and electron-electron potential energies.
The aim of this work is to study the 3 P ground state as well as the 1 D and 1 S low-lying excited states arising from the 1s 2 2s 2 2p 2 configuration of the carbon isoelectronic series with 6 ഛ Z ഛ 10 within a correlated multiconfigurational approach. The effect of electronic correlations and the energy difference of the different terms is systematically analyzed along the isoelectronic series in terms of the densities and their corresponding radial moments. In doing so, accurate and compact explicitly correlated trial wave functions have been obtained here for these systems. The energy and some related properties, such as the electron-nucleus and electronelectron energies, and angular correlation coefficients, are reported. All the calculations have been carried out by means of the variational Monte Carlo method. a.u. are used throughout.
For the variational correlated wave function ⌿, we have used the same structure as in previous studies of four-and five-electron systems, see, e.g., Refs. 15 and 18. It is the product of a symmetric correlation factor F, which includes the dynamic correlation among the electrons, times a model wave function ⌽ that provides the correct properties of the wave function such as the spin and the orbital angular momentum of the atomic state and is antisymmetric in the electronic coordinates
For the correlation factor we use the form of Boys and Handy 19 with the prescription proposed by Schmidt and Moskowitz. 20 We have worked with 17 variational nonlinear parameters in the correlation factor, which include electronnucleus, electron-electron, and electron-electron-nucleus correlations.
The model wave function has been fixed within the optimized effective potential ͑OEP͒ method extended for multiconfigurational wave functions. 21 Within this framework the model wave function is written as
where k is each one of the states with the proper values of the total spin and orbital angular momentum arising from the configurations selected to describe the state under consideration. The configurations considered here are, in addition to 1s 2 2s 2 2p 2 , the 1s 2 2p 4 configuration to take into account the 2s −2p near-degeneracy effect, and the configurations obtained by exciting one electron from the n = 2 to the n =3 shell, i.e., the 1s 2 2s2p 2 3s, 1s 2 2s 2 2p3p, and 1s 2 2s2p 2 3d configurations. The inclusion of the latter along with the Jastrow factor does not improve the energy of the 1 S term within the statistical error and therefore it has been dropped from the expansion in this case. In all the configurations and/or states considered in the present work appears 1s 2 which will not be written from now on.
Starting from the wave functions obtained in this work we have computed the energy and different one-and twobody properties in both position and momentum spaces. We have also calculated the single-particle density
͑3͒
which gives the charge distribution around the nucleus, and both the interelectronic, or intracule I͑r 12 ͒, and the center-ofmass, or extracule E͑R͒, densities 1,11 defined as
respectively. These two distribution functions represent the probability density function for a pair of electrons having a relative vector r 12 , or a center-of-mass vector R, respectively. Their spherical averages will be denoted by h͑r 12 ͒ and d͑R͒, respectively. The variational Monte Carlo calculation of all of these quantities has been carried out by means of a sampling of 10 8 moves per particle equally distributed in 100 blocks.
II. RESULTS
The weight of each one of the configurations used to describe a given state depends on the nuclear charge Z. 2 2p3p configuration decreases quickly with Z, it has a weight of 4% for C and less than 0.4% for Ne 4+ . Besides the weight of the 2s2p 2 3s configuration is also less than 0.4% for all the ions considered.
In Table I and 16%, 22 whereas if single-particle excitations to the n = 3 shell are included in the model wave function E OEP , the correlation energy recovered is about 40%. The inclusion of the correlation factor F leads to a wave function that recovers about 83% of the correlation energy in the former case 24 ͑multiconfiguration with only near degeneracy͒ and about 90% in the latter. The absolute difference between the results with our best trial wave functions and the exact ones for the ground state is around 0.015 a.u., showing the good performance of the wave functions obtained here. This difference is similar for the excited 1 D state and a bit higher, 0.017 a.u., for the 1 S state. In addition, the relative difference of the excitation energies obtained here and the exact ones is below 2%, much smaller than in the Hartree-Fock framework, which is of about 40%.
The moments ͗r n ͘, with n = −1 , . . . , 3, of the singleparticle density, and the moments ͗t n ͘, with n =−2, ... ,3,
where t stands for r 12 and R, of the intracule and extracule densities, as well as the value of the two-body densities at their corresponding origin, are reported in Tables II-IV , respectively. It is worth mentioning here that the values of densities and their radial moments follow a good convergence trend when less sophisticated wave functions are employed. A more thorough analysis of this aspect and a comparison with results that can be considered as exact, when available, can be found in Ref. 24 . For the single-particle density the moment of order −2 and the value of the density at the origin present statistical errors that do not allow us to conclude about them, and therefore they have not been re-TABLE II. Some radial moments of the single-particle density for the different states of the members of the carbon isoelectronic series studied here. In parentheses we give the statistical error in the last figure. ported. The moments of negative order inform us about the behavior of the corresponding density near its origin, whereas the moments of positive order of a density distribution give us information at long distances, i.e., about its size. The moments of the single-particle density reported in Table II show that for all the systems studied the size of the atom increases as the energy does. This same result holds in the Hartree-Fock framework. For the moment of order −1, which is related to the electron-nucleus attraction energy V en through the relation V en =−Z͗r −1 ͘, we have obtained that within each ion, the lower the total energy E, the lower the attraction energy V en .
In Table III we report the radial moments of the intracule density and the value at the coalescence point for all of the ions and states studied here. For the higher values of Z considered here, we have obtained that the highest value of the intracule density at the origin corresponds to the 1 S term while the smallest one is for 3 P. As Z decreases the statistical error does not allow one to conclude about this quantity. The same happens for the moment of order −2. The moment of order −1 is the electron-electron repulsion energy V ee = ͗r 12 −1 ͘. The value of this quantity for the different terms shows a behavior that depends on the nuclear charge. For the neutral atom and the cation N + , the lower the total energy, the greater the repulsion energy V ee . However, for F 3+ and higher Z ions the opposite holds, i.e., both V en and V ee contribute simultaneously to make a given state more bound than another one according to Hund's rules. The role of the nuclear TABLE IV. Value at the origin and some radial moments of the extracule density for the different states of the members of the carbon isoelectronic series studied here. In parentheses we give the statistical error in the last figure.
Ion
Term TABLE V. Several two-body position and momentum properties for the different states of the members of the carbon isoelectronic series studied here. In parentheses we give the statistical error in the last figure. charge is, in that sense, the same as that played in both the beryllium 25 and the boron 18 isoelectronic series. The behavior of the electron-nucleus and electron-electron energies with the total orbital and spin angular momenta for the neutral atom follows the same trend as in the Hartree-Fock framework.
14 With respect to the moments of positive order, for all the ions studied, the 3 P ground state presents the less extended interelectronic distribution, whereas the 1 S state has the most extended one. Finally, the radial moments and the value at the origin of the extracule density are shown in Table IV . These values follow the same trend with the energy of the term as the radial moments of the intracule density. All of these conclusions are valid for the variational wave function of this work.
A systematic analysis of the angular correlations between the electrons can be done by using the angular correlation factor r introduced by Kutzelnigg et al.
This quantity is bounded by 27 −͑N −1͒ −1 ഛ r ഛ 1. r =1 means perfect positive correlation and r = 0 stands for either noncorrelated variables in the statistical sense or for independent variables. For atomic systems, statistically noncorrelated variables mean that the position vectors of any pair of particles are, on average, orthogonal, while independent variables mean that the diagonal term of the two-body density matrix is the product of the one-body distribution functions.
The angular correlation coefficient is related to quantities that may be obtained from experimental measurements, such as the diamagnetic susceptibility and the dipole oscillator strength distribution, 1 or the x ray and/or high-energy electron scattering intensities. 28 Similar definitions are done in momentum space. Here ͗p 1 · p 2 ͘ is related to the specific mass shift correction to the energy and is sensitive to the quality of the variational wave function. An extensive study of these factors for several bound states of some members of the helium, 29 beryllium, 25 and boron 18 isoelectronic series has been recently reported.
These angular correlation factors in both position and momentum spaces along with some other two-body properties such as ͗r 1 · r 2 ͘ = ͚͗ iϾj r i · r j ͘ are reported in Table V . In position space we have found that all the states and systems present negative angular correlation. For C the most negative r value corresponds to the 1 D term, although the values corresponding to the other two states are very similar. For the positive ions, the most negative value corresponds to the 1 S term, and then for the 1 D whose value is close to that of the 3 P one.
In momentum space p is also negative for all the states and ions. For C, the most negative value corresponds to the ground state, then to the 1 D, and finally to the 1 S one. As Z increases the value of this parameter decreases monotonically for all the states and the values for the different states get closer, in such a way that for Ne 4+ p is the same, within the statistical error, for all the three terms.
We also report in Table V some correlated momentum expectation values which are directly obtained from the Monte Carlo calculation. In particular, we show the expectation values ͗p 2 ͘, ͗p 12 2 ͘, ͗P 2 ͘, and ͗p 1 · p 2 ͘. These momentum expectation values are not linearly independent. For sixelectron atoms, the following relationships can be straightforwardly obtained:
As ͗p 1 · p 2 ͘ is negative for all the ions and states, the largest contribution to the kinetic energy comes from the interelectronic movement of the electrons.
In order to study the effects of the electronic correla-FIG. 1. Correlation effects in the ground state of the different ions studied here for the ͑a͒ radial one-body, ͑b͒ intracule, and ͑c͒ extracule densities in terms of Zr, Zr 12 , and ZR, respectively.
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Densities of carbon isoelectronic series J. Chem. Phys. 124, 044319 ͑2006͒ tions, the correlated results are compared with the noncorrelated ones obtained from an OEP wave function by means of the difference function ⌬f͑t͒ defined as
where f c ͑f u ͒ stands for the correlated ͑uncorrelated͒ density. This difference function gives the effect of the electronic correlations on the corresponding density.
In Fig. 1 we plot the results obtained for the ground state of the different systems studied here. In Fig. 1͑a͒ we show the results obtained for the one-body density, in Fig. 1͑b͒ those for the intracule density, and the results for the extracule density are shown in Fig. 1͑c͒ . For the one-body density, we find a positive region with a maximum at short distances. This indicates that the effect of electronic correlations is to reduce the shielding of the electrons with respect to the Hartree-Fock theory. Then two minima with an important positive region at intermediate distances are found. Therefore correlations diminish the average size of the atom and increase ͗r −1 ͘. The distance of the extrema to the nucleus is reduced as the nuclear charge increases, except for the first maximum that shows a smaller dependence on Z. The effect is smaller as the nuclear charge increases as one could expect. The difference function for the intracule density presents, for all of the cases studied here, a negative region at short interelectronic distances, the Coulomb hole, with two minima and one local maximum in between these minima. The first minimum and maximum tend to disappear as Z increases. The relative importance of the Coulomb hole increases as the nuclear charge does. For higher values of r 12 , the difference function changes sign, reaches its global maximum, and then decreases and reaches a third minimum, small in magnitude, from where it tends to be zero mono-
Correlation effects on the single-particle density ͑upper plots͒, intracule density ͑intermediate plots͒, and extracule density ͑lower plots͒. The left-hand-side panels correspond to the carbon atom and the right-hand-side ones to the F 3+ ion, which is representative of the rest of the systems studied here.
tonically from negative values. The difference extracule density function is positive at low values of the variable and negative for high-R values. This means that electrons seek for opposite positions with respect to the nucleus when electronic correlations are included in the wave function. In this way the average interelectronic distance increases, diminishing the repulsion energy without increasing the averaged electron-nucleus distance, i.e., the absolute value of the attraction energy does not decrease. A study of electronic correlations in the different states is shown in Fig. 2 . In the left-hand-side panels we plot the results obtained for C, whereas in the right-hand-side ones we show the results for F 3+ , which is representative for the rest of the ions. The structure of these different functions with the ansatz of this work is qualitatively the same for all of the cases considered. The effects of electronic correlations are a little bit more important for the 1 S term than for the others.
In order to compare the different electron distributions on different states we have calculated the following difference function:
where t stands for r, r 12 , or R, and f 1 ͑f 2 ͒ for either the single-particle or intracule or extracule densities of the state 1 ͑2͒ of the ion under study. The 3 P ground state and the 1 D first excited one are compared in Figs. 3͑a͒͑1͒-3͑c͒͑1͒ for the single-particle, the intracule, and the extracule density, respectively. The singleparticle density difference presents a negative region at short FIG. 3 . Difference function for the single particle ͑upper plots͒, intracule ͑intermeditate plots͒, and extracule ͑lower plots͒ between the 1 D and the 3 P terms ͑left-hand-side plots͒ and the 1 S and the 1 D terms ͑right-hand-side plots͒ in terms of Zr, Zr 12 , and ZR for the one-body, intracule, and extracule densities, respectively.
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Densities of carbon isoelectronic series J. Chem. Phys. 124, 044319 ͑2006͒ distances followed by a positive one that leads to a stronger electron-nucleus attraction in the ground state. In the case of the difference function for the intracule density we have found at short interelectronic distances a positive region, the Fermi hole, more important as the nuclear charge increases, followed by a negative one, and finally another positive one. For C, the Fermi hole is not enough to make the repulsion energy bigger in the 1 D state than in the 3 P one. However, its relative importance increases as the nuclear charge does, in such a way that for Z ജ 8 the 1 D state is more repulsive than the 3 P one. The positive region near the origin for the extracule density indicates that there is a tendency of the electrons in the 1 D state to be at opposite positions with respect to the nucleus as compared with the 3 P. The importance of this effect increases with the nuclear charge.
The comparison between the 1 S and 1 D excited states is shown in Figs. 3͑a͒͑2͒-3͑c͒͑2͒ for the single-particle, the intracule, and the extracule density, respectively. The difference function corresponding to the single-particle density presents a maximum at short distances, followed by a negative region, and finally a positive one. The height of the extrema does not depend significantly on the nuclear charge. The difference function of the intracule density has a similar structure to that of the single-particle distribution. In this case, however, the magnitude of the first maximum and minimum increases with the nuclear charge. At intermediate values of the electron-electron distance, the density is bigger in the 1 D state than in the 1 S one while the contrary holds at short and large distances. The difference function corresponding to the extracule density presents a similar structure as the one between the 1 D and the ground state. As Z increases the importance of the second maximum decreases and thus, electrons in the 1 S tend to be at opposite position with respect to the nucleus.
III. CONCLUSIONS
One-and two-electron properties of the states arising from the 1s 2 2s 2 2p 2 configuration of some members of the carbon isoelectronic series have been reported. Compact and accurate explicitly correlated and multideterminant wave functions have been obtained for the different states. Starting from these wave functions, several properties have been computed. The energy differences between the different terms along the isoelectronic series have been analyzed in terms of the spatial distribution of the electrons. In doing so a systematic study of the differences of the corresponding one-and two-electron densities spherically averaged in the different states has been performed. The different values of the electron-nucleus and electron-electron potential energies that give rise to the energetic ordering have been interpreted by using these distribution functions. Angular correlation coefficients in both position and momentum spaces have been reported. The effects of the electronic correlations included in the variational wave function of this work have been systematically studied and their importance on the different states has been analyzed along the isoelectronic series. All the calculations have been done by means of variational Monte Carlo.
